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The Labour Force Survey (LFS) is a study of the employment circumstances of the UK population. It is the largest household
study in the UK and provides the official measures of employment and unemployment.The first Labour Force Survey (LFS) in
the United Kingdom was conducted in 1973, under the terms of a Regulation derived from the Treaty of Rome. 
The provision of information for the Statistical Office of the European Communities (SOEC) continued to be one of the
reasons for carrying out the survey on an annual basis. SOEC co-ordinated information from labour force surveys in the
member states in order to assist the EC in such matters as the allocation of the Social Fund. The survey was carried out
biennially from 1973 to 1983 and was increasingly used by UK government departments to obtain information which would
assist in the framing of social and economic policy. By 1983 it was being used by the Employment Department (now the
Department for Work and Pensions) to obtain information which was not available from other sources or was only available
for Census years. From 1984 the survey was carried out annually, and since that time the LFS has consisted of two elements:
- a quarterly survey conducted in Great Britain throughout the year, in which each sampled address was called on five times
at quarterly intervals, and which yielded about 15,000 responding households in every quarter;
- a 'boost' survey in the spring quarter (March-May), which produced interviews at over 44,000 households in Great Britain
and over 4,000 households in Northern Ireland.
Users should note that only the data from the spring quarter and the 'boost' survey were included in the annual datasets for
public release, and that only data from 1975-1991 are available from the UK Data Archive. The depositor recommends only
considered use of data for 1975 and 1977 (SNs 1757 and 1758), as the concepts behind the definitions of economic activity
changed and are not comparable with later years. Also the survey methodology was being developed at the time and so the
estimates may not be reliable enough to use.
During 1991 the survey was developed, so that from spring 1992 the data were made available quarterly, with a quarterly
sample size approximately equivalent to that of the previous annual data. The Quarterly Labour Force Survey series
therefore superseded the annual LFS series, and is held at the Data Archive under GN 33246.
The study is being conducted by the Office for National Statistics (ONS), the government's largest producer of statistics.
They compile independent information about the UK's society and economy which provides evidence for policy and decision
making, and for directing resources to where they are needed most. The ten-yearly census, measures of inflation, the
National Accounts, and population and migration statistics are some of our highest-profile outputs.
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NOTES
The basic set of LFS questions sought information about household composition: i.e. for each usually resident individual
member of the household, the relationship to the head of the household, sex, age, marital condition and nationality. For
persons above the statutory school-leaving age information was sought about the main economic activity, any secondary
economic activity, and economic activity one year previously. For unemployed persons questions were asked about the type
of employment sought, duration of unemployment and method of seeking employment, previous employment status and
industry and whether or not registered as unemployed at an official employment office.
The European Community's supplementary set of questions in 1975 asked about vocational training in progress,
travel-to-work and working conditions. At the request of UK departments in 1975, questions were asked about length of time
in the present occupation and on the previous occupation of persons who had changed their occupation during the previous
year, as well as extra questions about vocational training.
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Name Abbreviation Affiliation Role
Department of Statistics ILO International Labour Organization Producer of DDI
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Sampling
Sampling Procedure
Stratified multi-stage sample; for further details see annual reports. Until 1983 two sampling frames were used; in England,
Northern Ireland and Wales, the Valuation Roll provided the basis for a sample which, in England and Wales, included all 69
metropolitan districts, and a two-stage selection from among the remaining non-metropolitan districts. 
In Northern Ireland wards were the primary sampling units. In Scotland, the Address File (i.e. post codes) was used as the
basis for a stratified sample.From 1983 the Postoffice Address File has been used instead of the Valuation Roll in England
and Wales.
In 1984 sample rotation was introduced along with a panel element, the quarterly survey, which uses a two-stage clustered
sample design. 
The sample comprises about 90,000 addresses drawn at random from the rating lists in 190 different areas of England and
Wales With such a large sample, it Will happen by chance that a small number of addresses which were selected at random
for the 1979 survey Will come up again In addition 2,000 addresses in 8 of the areas selected in 1979 have been deliberately
re-selected again this time (me Interviewers who get these addresses In their work w,ll receive a special letter to take with
them.)
The sample is drawn from the "small users" sub-file of the Postcode Address File (PAF), which is a list of all addresses
(delivery points) to which mail is delivered, prepared by the Post OffIce and held on computer. "Small users" are delivery
points that receive less than 25 afiicles of mail a day and include all but a small proportion of private households. The PAF is
updated regularly by the Post Office but, as mentioned in Chapter 1, there was an interruption in the supply of updates in
the period leading up to the 1988 msurvey. As a result one third of the sample was drawn from the PAF as at March 1986
and two thirds from the sample as at September 1986.
Although the PAF includes newly built properties ahead of their actual occupation, the 1988 sample does seem to have been
light in the most recently built properties.
Deviations from Sample Design
One of the limitations of the LFS is that the sample design provides no guarantee of adequate coverage of any industry, as
the survey is not industrially stratified. The LFS coverage also omits communal establishments, except NHS housing,
students in halls of residence and at boarding schools. Members of the armed forces are only included if they live in private
accommodation. Also, workers under 16 are not covered. As in previous years, the sample for the boost survey was drawn in
a single stage in the most
densely populated areas, in two stages elsewhere. The areas where the sample was drawn in a single stage were:
(I) local authority districts in the metropolitan counties and Greater London;
(II) districts which, based on the 1981 Census.
Response Rate
The response rate achieved averaged between 83 percent. The method of calculating response rates is the following:
The response rate indicates how many interviews were achieved as a proportion of those eligible for the survey. The formula
used is as follows:
RR = (FR + PR)/(FR + PR + OR + CR + RHQ + NC + RRI*)
where RR = response rate, FR = full response, PR = partial response, OR = outright refusal, CR = circumstantial
refusal, RHQ = refusal to HQ, NC = non contact, RRI = refusal to re-interview, *applies to waves two to five only.
Weighting
The LFS uses calibration weighting. The weights are formed using a population weighting procedure which involves
weighting data to sub-regional population estimates and then adjusting for the estimated age and sex composition by region
(income weighted separately. Household datasets have household weights. 
The household weight variable on the LFS always starts with PHHWT followed by two numbers that indicate the year this
weight wascreated. For the APS the household weight starts with PHHWT but then has an ‘A’ before the last two numbers.
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The LFS and APS reflect only a sample of the total population. All cases are therefore weighted on the basis of sub-national
population totals by age and sex to give estimates for the entire UK household population. This weight shows how many
people in the population they are representing on that dataset. When carrying out analysis, you should always apply the
weight.
A “calibration” weighting method is used. This is an iterative algorithm designed to produce individuals’ weights that are
consistent with three sets of population totals, or “partitions”. These partitions are:
• Local authority totals for people aged 16+, by gender;
• Great Britain and Northern Ireland totals by gender and by single year of age for 16-24s and totals for 0-15 and 25+; and
• Regional totals by quinary age bands and by gender.
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Questionnaires
Overview
All questions in the specification are laid out using the same format. Some questions (for instance USUWRKM) have a main
group routed to them, but subsets of this group are asked variations of the question. In such cases the main routing is at the
foot of the question as usual, and the subsets are listed separately above it, with the individual aspect of the routing
indented slightly from the left of the page.
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Face-to-face interview; Telephone interview; the first interview is conducted face-to-face, and subsequent interviews by
telephone where possible.
Questionnaires
All questions in the specification are laid out using the same format. Some questions (for instance USUWRKM) have a main
group routed to them, but subsets of this group are asked variations of the question. In such cases the main routing is at the
foot of the question as usual, and the subsets are listed separately above it, with the individual aspect of the routing
indented slightly from the left of the page.
Data Collectors
Name Abbreviation Affiliation
Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics PCBS Palestinian National Authority
Supervision
A person is considered to have supervisory responsibilities when they supervise the work of at least one (other) person.
He/she takes charge of the work of other employees, directs their work and sees that is satisfactorily carried out.
Supervisory responsibility includes formal responsibility for directing other employees (other than apprentices), whom they
supervise directly, sometimes doing some of the work they supervise and excludes quality control (check output of services
but not the work produced by other persons) and consultancy.
It should be considered the usual situation and not the situation only during the reference week. Sometimes job titles can be
misleading. For example, a ‘playground supervisor’ supervises children not employees and so should be coded 2. Similarly, a
‘store manager’ may be a storekeeper and not a supervisor of employees.
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Data Processing
Data Editing
Information Technology Centres provides one-year training and practical work experience course in the use of computers
and word processors and other aspects of information technology (eg teletex, editing, computer maintenance).
Other Processing
The data were processed to the UK Data Archive's A* standard. This is the Archive's highest standard, and means that an
extremely rigorous and comprehensive series of checks was carried out to ensure the quality of the data and documentation.
Firstly, checks were made that the number of cases and variables matched the depositor's records. Secondly, checks were
made that all variables had comprehensible variable labels and all nominal (categorical) variables had comprehensible value
labels. Where possible, either with reference to the documentation and/or in communication with the depositor, labels were
accordingly edited or created. Thirdly, logical checks were performed to ensure that nominal (categorical) variables had
values within the range defined (either by value labels or in the depositor's documentation). Lastly, any data or
documentation that breached confidentiality rules were altered or suppressed to preserve anonymity. 
All notable and/or outstanding problems discovered are detailed under the 'Data and documentation problems' heading
below.
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Data Appraisal
Estimates of Sampling Error
As with any sample survey, the results of the Labour Force Survey are subject to sampling errors. In addition, the results of
any sample survey are affected by non-sampling errors, i.e. the whole variety of errors other then those due to sampling.
Other forms of Data Appraisal
Day of birth and date of birth variables have been removed from the annual LFS datasets, in the same way that they have
been removed from the quarterly LFS datasets from 1992 onwards, as this information is now considered to be disclosive.
The variable AGEDFE (age at proceeding 31 August) has been added to all annual datasets.
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File Description
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Variable List
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V1 acceptft whether would accept full-time (seeks pt discrete numeric
V2 acceptpt whether would accept part-time (seeks ft discrete numeric
V3 actequsu whether actual hours equal usual hours discrete numeric
V4 acthr total actual hours worked discrete numeric
V5 acthrs2 total actual hours worked (2nd job) discrete numeric
V6 actpothr actual paid overtime hours discrete numeric
V7 actuothr actual unpaid overtime hours discrete numeric
V8 addjob whether seeks additional or replacement discrete numeric
V9 aformno no. of a schedules discrete numeric
V10 agcocdb composition of adults & children discrete numeric
V11 age age discrete numeric
V12 agedfe age at preceding 31 august discrete numeric
V13 agency source of job discrete numeric
V14 aghofua age of head of family discrete numeric
V15 aghoha age of head of household discrete numeric
V16 agoldaa age of oldest child lt 16 in hhld discrete numeric
V17 agoldla age of oldest child lt 19hhld discrete numeric
V18 agolfaa age of oldest child lt 16 in family discrete numeric
V19 agolfla age of oldest child lt 19 in family discrete numeric
V20 agwifb age of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V21 agwofub age of wife of head of family discrete numeric
V22 agyocha age of youngest child in hhld discrete numeric
V23 agyofca age of youngest child in family discrete numeric
V24 apprent recognised trade apprenticeship discrete numeric
V25 apptrade occupation code of apprenticeship trade discrete numeric
V26 apptrdb apprenticeship trade discrete numeric
V27 arrival year of arrival discrete numeric
V28 atschool whether still in education discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V29 avpothrs usual paid overtime hours discrete numeric
V30 avuothrs usual unpaid overtime hours discrete numeric
V31 batch batch no. for edit runs discrete numeric
V32 befor activity before seeking work discrete numeric
V33 benoff visited u.b.o. in last 4 months discrete numeric
V34 bformno no. of b schedules discrete numeric
V35 caindb child-adult indicator discrete numeric
V36 cashtime no.of times money recd.from employer discrete numeric
V37 cdcomp schedules c&d attached - scot discrete numeric
V38 claimb claiming unemp.ben. discrete numeric
V39 closing reason for leaving last job discrete numeric
V40 closing2 employer reasons left last job discrete numeric
V41 cobhofa country of birth of family head discrete numeric
V42 cobhoha country of birth of head of hhld discrete numeric
V43 cobwifb country of birth of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V44 cobwofa country of birth of wife of fam.head discrete numeric
V45 coldcall type of sample discrete numeric
V46 country country of birth discrete numeric
V47 curedb current education received discrete numeric
V48 dayeve when attends course discrete numeric
V49 depchia no of depdt children under 19 in hhld discrete numeric
V50 diffhrb whether different hours from usual discrete numeric
V51 diffjob whether looking for different job discrete numeric
V52 dobm date of birth(month) discrete numeric
V53 doby date of birth(year) discrete numeric
V54 dpch15a no.of children 10-15 yrs in family discrete numeric
V55 dpch16a no.of children under 16 in family discrete numeric
V56 dpch19a no.of depdt.children under 19 in family discrete numeric
V57 dpch2a no.of children under 2 in family discrete numeric
V58 dpch4a no.of children 2-4 yrs in family discrete numeric
V59 dpch9a no.of children 5-9 yrs in family discrete numeric
V60 durskwb duration of seeking work discrete numeric
V61 durtcb duration of training course discrete numeric
V62 duswhha duration of seeking work of hoh discrete numeric
V63 duswwhb duration of seeking work of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V64 eacthfa economic activity of family head discrete numeric
V65 eacthha economic activity of hoh discrete numeric
V66 eactwfa economic activity of wife of fam.head discrete numeric
V67 eacwhhb economic activity of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V68 eavwork availability for work discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V69 ecarb economic activity discrete numeric
V70 ectry country = u.k discrete numeric
V71 ectryone country of residence one year ago discrete numeric
V72 edcont total length of course discrete numeric
V73 edifhrs reason for different hours discrete numeric
V74 edlastwk whether any job training last 4 weeks discrete numeric
V75 educnnow type of education discrete numeric
V76 eemstat professional status in main job discrete numeric
V77 eemstone status one year ago discrete numeric
V78 egrosswt grossing factor discrete numeric
V79 ehldinst type of household discrete numeric
V80 ehledtc highest level educ. or train. completed discrete numeric
V81 ehrnorm usual hours in first job discrete numeric
V82 ehrsact actual hours in first job discrete numeric
V83 eind nace industry code discrete character
V84 eindone industry one year ago discrete character
V85 ekos isco occupation code discrete character
V86 emarcon marital status discrete numeric
V87 emmeth main jobseeking method in last 4 weeks discrete numeric
V88 emplen length of present employment discrete numeric
V89 employee whether employee discrete numeric
V90 employer whether has employees (if self-emp) discrete numeric
V91 employno no of employees at workplace discrete numeric
V92 emplyee2 whether employee (2nd job) discrete numeric
V93 emplyeel whether employee (last job) discrete numeric
V94 emplyer2 whether has employees (if self-emp 2nd j discrete numeric
V95 emplyerl whether had employees (if self-emp last discrete numeric
V96 emplyno2 no of employees at workplace (2nd job) discrete numeric
V97 emplynol no of employees at workplace (last job) discrete numeric
V98 emstonb employment status 1 yr ago discrete numeric
V99 enatper nationality discrete numeric
V100 enrolled current education discrete numeric
V101 eoncor education and training in last 4 weeks discrete numeric
V102 epertem permanency of main job discrete numeric
V103 epreind nace code of last job discrete character
V104 eprekos isco occupation code of last job discrete character
V105 epremst professional status in last job discrete numeric
V106 eprtenq participation in enquiry discrete numeric
V107 epurped purpose of training discrete numeric
V108 erefwk reference week discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V109 ereg region discrete character
V110 eregoee registration at employment exchange discrete numeric
V111 eregone region of residence one year ago discrete character
V112 erelat relationship to householder discrete numeric
V113 erelejb reason for leaving last job discrete numeric
V114 ernskem seeking job - no present job discrete numeric
V115 ersnotwk reason for not working (job exists) discrete numeric
V116 ersnpt full time : part time distribution discrete numeric
V117 esecjob more than one job discrete numeric
V118 eserial household serial number discrete numeric
V119 esex sex discrete numeric
V120 esitlawe work status in ref. week discrete numeric
V121 eskdur duration of seeking work discrete numeric
V122 esknrsn seeking new job + reasons discrete numeric
V123 eskpdwk when left last job discrete numeric
V124 esub1 subsample in preceding survey discrete numeric
V125 esub2 subsample in next survey discrete numeric
V126 ethhofa ethnic origin of family head discrete numeric
V127 ethhoha ethnic origin of head of hhld discrete numeric
V128 ethnic ethnic group discrete numeric
V129 ethwifb ethnic origin of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V130 ethwofa ethnic origin of wife of fam.head discrete numeric
V131 etyemsk type of work sought discrete numeric
V132 eusitone economic activity one year ago discrete numeric
V133 everwork whether ever had paid job discrete numeric
V134 ewhbesk situation before seeking work discrete numeric
V135 ewhltwk situation of inactive persons discrete numeric
V136 eyrenq survey year discrete numeric
V137 factorsl grossing weight discrete numeric
V138 famunit family unit number discrete numeric
V139 fcalls calls made in person -e&w discrete numeric
V140 ffirscon calls made until first contact (person) discrete numeric
V141 ftedage age left full-time education discrete numeric
V142 ftfref1 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V143 ftfref10 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V144 ftfref11 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V145 ftfref12 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V146 ftfref2 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V147 ftfref3 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V148 ftfref4 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V149 ftfref5 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V150 ftfref6 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V151 ftfref7 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V152 ftfref8 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V153 ftfref9 reason for non-responce (face to face) discrete numeric
V154 ftptl full or part-time (last job) discrete numeric
V155 ftptwb whether work ft or pt discrete numeric
V156 ftptwork fulltime or parttime discrete numeric
V157 ftptwsb ft or pt work sought discrete numeric
V158 furnish whether rented accommodation furnished discrete numeric
V159 future if any training for future jobs last 4 w discrete numeric
V160 headfua head of family indicator discrete numeric
V161 healthm1 health problem1 discrete numeric
V162 healthm2 health problem2 discrete numeric
V163 healthm3 health problem3 discrete numeric
V164 hiquapb highest qual - trade apprentice discrete numeric
V165 hourint ever do overtime discrete numeric
V166 houtcome household response code discrete numeric
V167 hrsvary whether hours vary discrete numeric
V168 inclasa industry class -main activity discrete numeric
V169 inclona industry class 1 yr ago discrete numeric
V170 indb industry discrete numeric
V171 indcode industry code discrete numeric
V172 indcode2 industry code (2nd job) discrete numeric
V173 indcodel industry code (last job) discrete numeric
V174 indhoha industry of hoh discrete numeric
V175 indiona industry division 1 yr ago discrete numeric
V176 indiva industry division-main activity discrete numeric
V177 indwohb industry of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V178 inftno person number of informant discrete numeric
V179 ingrona industry group 1 yr ago discrete numeric
V180 ingroua industry group-main activity discrete numeric
V181 inoneb industry one year ago discrete numeric
V182 insecb industry in second job discrete numeric
V183 insecla industry class in 2nd activity discrete numeric
V184 insedva industry division in 2nd activity discrete numeric
V185 insegra industry group in 2nd activity discrete numeric
V186 ioutcome individual outcome discrete numeric
V187 jobaway away from job last week discrete numeric
V188 jobtemp whether job perm or temp discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V189 jobtrain type of job training discrete numeric
V190 jrtrb job related training in last 4 wks discrete numeric
V191 kosb opcs 1980 occupation codes discrete numeric
V192 koshoha occupation of hoh discrete numeric
V193 koswohb occupation of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V194 kscnona occupation(condensed) 1 yr ago discrete numeric
V195 kscona occupation(condensed)-main activity discrete numeric
V196 ksgrona occupation group 1 yr ago discrete numeric
V197 ksgroua occupation group-main activity discrete numeric
V198 ksoneb occupation one year ago discrete numeric
V199 kssecb occupation in second job discrete numeric
V200 kssecna occupation(condensed)-2nd activity discrete numeric
V201 kssegra occupation group 2nd activity discrete numeric
V202 landlord type of landlord discrete numeric
V203 left3 left a paid job in last 3 months discrete numeric
V204 lesspay whether prefers shorter hours if less pa discrete numeric
V205 likework whether wants paid job discrete numeric
V206 limitt whether health problem limits work discrete numeric
V207 lkwfwmb jobseeking method in last 4 weeks discrete numeric
V208 look4wks whether seeking work in last 4 weeks discrete numeric
V209 lookftpt whether seeking full or part-time work discrete numeric
V210 looking whether looking for work last week discrete numeric
V211 lookm1 why seeking another job1 discrete numeric
V212 lookm2 why seeking another job2 discrete numeric
V213 lookm3 why seeking another job3 discrete numeric
V214 lookself whether seeking work as employee or self discrete numeric
V215 looktime how long looking for work discrete numeric
V216 mainway main method of job seeking discrete numeric
V217 manage whether any management duties discrete numeric
V218 manage2 whether management duties (2nd job) discrete numeric
V219 managel whether management duties (last job) discrete numeric
V220 marstat marital status discrete numeric
V221 methm1 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V222 methm10 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V223 methm11 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V224 methm12 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V225 methm2 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V226 methm3 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V227 methm4 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V228 methm5 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V229 methm6 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V230 methm7 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V231 methm8 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V232 methm9 methods of job seeking discrete numeric
V233 minutes length of interview in minutes discrete numeric
V234 mon month discrete numeric
V235 monfri whether worked weekends only discrete numeric
V236 mortgage whether owns outright discrete numeric
V237 moved whether moved for job reasons discrete numeric
V238 moveemp no.of times help recd.from employer discrete numeric
V239 nation nationality discrete numeric
V240 nationa nationality discrete numeric
V241 nicredit signed on at u.b.o for n.i.contribution discrete numeric
V242 nochiha no.children under 16 in hhld discrete numeric
V243 noeifua no. economically inactive persons in fu. discrete numeric
V244 noeihhb no. econmically inactive persons in hhld discrete numeric
V245 noemfua no. employed persons in fu. discrete numeric
V246 noemhha no.employed persons in hhld discrete numeric
V247 nomenha number of adult men in hhld discrete numeric
V248 nomwaha number of working age men in hhld discrete numeric
V249 noscfua no. persons on govt.schemes in fu. discrete numeric
V250 noschhb no.persons on govt.schemes in hhld discrete numeric
V251 notlook1 reason not looking for work last week discrete numeric
V252 notlook2 reason not looking for work at all discrete numeric
V253 notstart why unable to start job now discrete numeric
V254 nounfua no. unemployed persons in fu. discrete numeric
V255 nounhhb no.unemployed persons in hhld discrete numeric
V256 nowomha number of adult women in hhld discrete numeric
V257 nowwaha number of working age women in hhld discrete numeric
V258 numadult number of adults in household discrete numeric
V259 numhhlds number of hhlds at address discrete numeric
V260 numinhh number of persons in household discrete numeric
V261 nummove no.of moves for job reasons discrete numeric
V262 numspace no. of household spaces discrete numeric
V263 occcode occupation code discrete numeric
V264 occcode2 occupation code (2nd job) discrete numeric
V265 occcodel occupation code (last job) discrete numeric
V266 ownman whether owner-manager of business discrete numeric
V267 oyaccom whether in same accom as 1 yr.ago discrete numeric
V268 oycircs circumstances one year ago discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V269 oyemplee whether employee (job 1 yr ago) discrete numeric
V270 oyempler whether has employees (if self-emp job 1 discrete numeric
V271 oyempno no.of employees (job 1 yr ago) discrete numeric
V272 oyftpt full or part-time (job 1 yr ago) discrete numeric
V273 oyind industry code (job 1 year ago) discrete numeric
V274 oymanage whether management duties (job 1 yr ago) discrete numeric
V275 oyocc occupation code (job 1 yr ago) discrete numeric
V276 oysmeind firm one year ago same as latest discrete numeric
V277 oysmejob job one year ago same as latest job discrete numeric
V278 partial whether e14 eq a9 discrete numeric
V279 personno person number of household number discrete numeric
V280 pertemb whether job perm or temp discrete numeric
V281 prefhrs hours preferred compared to main job discrete numeric
V282 preindb industry in last job discrete numeric
V283 prekosb occupation in last job discrete numeric
V284 premstb employment status in last job discrete numeric
V285 princla previous industry class discrete numeric
V286 prindva previous industry division discrete numeric
V287 pringra previous industry group discrete numeric
V288 prkscna previous occupation(condensed) discrete numeric
V289 prksgra previous occupation group discrete numeric
V290 prsegb previous socio-economic group discrete numeric
V291 prsoclb social class in last job discrete numeric
V292 ptcourse type of part-time course discrete numeric
V293 pwt03 person level weight discrete numeric
V294 qalcheck whether has any qualifications discrete numeric
V295 qualsm1 qualifications discrete numeric
V296 qualsm2 qualifications discrete numeric
V297 qualsm3 qualifications discrete numeric
V298 redun2 method of leaving last job discrete numeric
V299 redun3 length of present employment discrete numeric
V300 refweekd reference week day discrete numeric
V301 refweekm reference week month discrete numeric
V302 refweeky reference week year discrete numeric
V303 region standard region discrete numeric
V304 regonea region one year ago discrete numeric
V305 reissue whether telephone reissue discrete numeric
V306 relhfub relationship to family head discrete numeric
V307 reltohoh relationship to head of household discrete numeric
V308 restemb reason job temporary discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V309 rlnja reason looking for new job discrete numeric
V310 satsun whether worked sat or sundays discrete numeric
V311 scheme whether on govt. scheme last week discrete numeric
V312 schlook whether looking for yts or et last week discrete numeric
V313 secjmbb whether 2nd job,emp stat in 2nd discrete numeric
V314 secjob whether had second job last week discrete numeric
V315 segb socio-economic group discrete numeric
V316 seghoha seg of hoh discrete numeric
V317 segoneb s.e.g. one year ago discrete numeric
V318 sepocc is part of address separately occupied discrete numeric
V319 sex sex of person discrete numeric
V320 sexhfua sex of family head discrete numeric
V321 sexhoha sex of hoh discrete numeric
V322 shifttyp type of shiftwork discrete numeric
V323 shiftwrk whether does shiftwork discrete numeric
V324 sick whether off sick last week discrete numeric
V325 sickben got or expect sickpay last week discrete numeric
V326 sickdays days sick last week discrete numeric
V327 sickend whether sickness ended last week discrete numeric
V328 signedon signed on at u.b.o. for supplementary al discrete numeric
V329 sizefua no.of persons in family discrete numeric
V330 sknwhra preference for hrs in job sought discrete numeric
V331 skpdwkb ever had job and when left last job discrete numeric
V332 skwkemb seeking new or additional job discrete numeric
V333 sochfub social class of head of family discrete numeric
V334 sochoha social class of hoh discrete numeric
V335 soclasb social class discrete numeric
V336 soclonb social class one year ago discrete numeric
V337 socwfub social class of wife of family head discrete numeric
V338 socwifb social class of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V339 spells how many times sick last 12 months discrete numeric
V340 startnow whether could start job within 2 weeks discrete numeric
V341 stratha region of usual residence discrete numeric
V342 subjetm1 subject of higher qualifications discrete numeric
V343 subjetm2 subject of higher qualifications discrete numeric
V344 subjetm3 subject of higher qualifications discrete numeric
V345 tcalls calls made by telephone = e&w discrete numeric
V346 telephon use of telephone discrete numeric
V347 telint telephone interview - e&w discrete numeric
V348 telref1 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
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ID Name Label Type Format Question
V349 telref10 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V350 telref11 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V351 telref12 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V352 telref2 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V353 telref3 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V354 telref4 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V355 telref5 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V356 telref6 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V357 telref7 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V358 telref8 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V359 telref9 reason for non-response (telephone) discrete numeric
V360 temppay whether job agency paid wages discrete numeric
V361 tenure whether owns or rents discrete numeric
V362 tenureb tenure discrete numeric
V363 tfirscon calls made until first contact (tele) discrete numeric
V364 thrhoha total hours worked by hoh discrete numeric
V365 thrwhhb total hours worked by wife of hoh discrete numeric
V366 tnumspac no. of households - e&w discrete numeric
V367 totact1 total actual hours worked excl overtime discrete numeric
V368 totact2 total actual hours worked discrete numeric
V369 tothrsb total hrs worked in ref week discrete numeric
V370 totsick total days sick this spell discrete numeric
V371 totusu1 hours worked in main job per week discrete numeric
V372 totusu2 total usual hours worked discrete numeric
V373 toutcom1 whether interview achieved discrete numeric
V374 toutcom2 whether interview achieved discrete numeric
V375 tovhhha total overtime hours worked by hoh discrete numeric
V376 trainft whether 6 or more hours study per day discrete numeric
V377 trainhrs no of hours training last week discrete numeric
V378 trainjob training for current job discrete numeric
V379 trainlen whether training ended discrete numeric
V380 trainocc training occupation code discrete numeric
V381 trainpay employer pays wages during training discrete numeric
V382 trainplc training place discrete numeric
V383 trkosb occ. of training received discrete numeric
V384 trnfeem1 training fees payer1 discrete numeric
V385 trnfeem2 training fees payer2 discrete numeric
V386 trnfeem3 training fees payer3 discrete numeric
V387 tyempsb type of employment sought discrete numeric
V388 typefub type of family unit discrete numeric
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V389 typehha household type-full discrete numeric
V390 typehoa household type condensed discrete numeric
V391 typteda type of pt education discrete numeric
V392 unempben claiming unemployment benefit discrete numeric
V393 union whether a member of a union discrete numeric
V394 univecb universal economic activity discrete numeric
V395 uresmca region of usual residence discrete numeric
V396 usuhr usual hours worked excl overtime discrete numeric
V397 varhrsb variable working hours discrete numeric
V398 wdavlkb like work,availability,look last 4 wks discrete numeric
V399 weekend whether worked weekends discrete numeric
V400 weight1 grossing factor - 1995 regrossing discrete numeric
V401 whenleft when left last job discrete numeric
V402 why2jobs why had 2 jobs last week discrete numeric
V403 whyaway main reason why absent last week discrete numeric
V404 whyleft reasons left last job discrete numeric
V405 whyless why worked less than usual hours discrete numeric
V406 whyptjob why took part time job discrete numeric
V407 whytemp reason for taking temp job discrete numeric
V408 wkdaysb weekend working discrete numeric
V409 wkpattb working pattern discrete numeric
V410 working whether working last week discrete numeric
V411 worktime time of day usually worked discrete numeric
V412 yrenhfa year of entry of family head discrete numeric
V413 yrenhoa year of entry of hoh discrete numeric
V414 yrenwfb year of entry of wife of family head discrete numeric
V415 yrenwob year of entry of wife of hoh discrete numeric
V416 ytsetemp location of yts last week discrete numeric
V417 ytsetjob whether had job as well as yts or et discrete numeric
V418 ytsorsch whether on yts or student discrete numeric
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actual paid overtime hours (actpothr) 
File: GBR_1989_LFS_v01_M_STATA
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age of oldest child lt 16 in hhld (agoldaa) 
File: GBR_1989_LFS_v01_M_STATA
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age of wife of head of family (agwofub) 
File: GBR_1989_LFS_v01_M_STATA
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apprenticeship trade (apptrdb) 
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batch no. for edit runs (batch) 
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no.of times money recd.from employer (cashtime) 
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country of birth of family head (cobhofa) 
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country of birth (country) 
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whether looking for different job (diffjob) 
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no.of depdt.children under 19 in family (dpch19a) 
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duration of training course (durtcb) 
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economic activity of wife of fam.head (eactwfa) 
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country of residence one year ago (ectryone) 
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professional status in main job (eemstat) 
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usual hours in first job (ehrnorm) 
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Author(s) Office for National Statistics
Date 1989-01-01
Country United Kingdom
Contributor(s) Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics
Publisher(s) Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics
Description
he Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics started conducting a continuous labour force household survey
since October 1995. 
The main objective of collecting data on the labour force and its components, including employment,
unemployment and underemployment, is to provide basic information on the size and structure of the
Palestinian labour force. Data collected at different points in time
provide a basis for monitoring current trends and changes in the labour market and in the employment
situation. These data, supported with information on other aspects of the economy, provide a basis for











Variables Informations from 1979 to 1991
Title Variables Informations from 1979 to 1991
Author(s) Office for National Statistics
Date 1989-01-01
Country United Kingdom
Filename GBR_1989_LFS_Variables Informations from 1979 to 1991.pdf
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Interviewer Instruction
Title Interviewer Instruction
Author(s) Office for National Statistics
Date 1989-01-01
Country United Kingdom
Filename GBR_1989_LFS_Interviewer Instruction.pdf
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